
1. Clean the floor as usual. Vacuum all corners and joints 
    immaculately. If there are stains or dirt stains on the floor,
    then clean them with a damp cloth. Do not clean all over
    the place because those stains will spread. If the stains  
    have not gone, use a good quality lacquer soap to clean. 
    This soap should contain no acid content that can damage 
    the lacquer coated on the surface of pre-finished
    authentic wood floor.

2. Mix lacquer soap with water according to the formula 
    suggested by the manufacturer. Use 2 buckets of water per 
    lacquer soap. Prepare a bucket of water for removing dust 
    from a cleaning cloth every time before plunging it into the 
    soap bucket. Then dampen the cloth and clean the floor by
    going with the grains of the wood.

3. In case of unexpected events such as air conditioning water
    leak, rain leak and bathroom leak, dry the leaking water as
    fast as you can. Use an electrical fan to dry the wood floor.
    Do not use wet cloth to dry it because moisture will seep
    through wood texture, resulting in floor wood expansion
    and subsequently damage.

4. Avoid using lacquer soap with the acid content because it 
    will make the wood floor surface have matt color more quickly.

5. In case the wood floor is 3 months -one year old or has
    extremely high traffic until it has flaws, you can use lacquer
    care products to clean and go with the grains of the wood in
    order for making the wood color look fresher.

6. Always be careful when you move furniture or other things 
    by using carpet runners or area rugs on all the legs of your
    furniture to prevent possible scratches to the floor. 
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